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Abstract
　Ishida Baigan’s theory was regarded as the representative theory of merchant morality thought, 
According to the former research, this paper try to investigate three questions,̶̶why Ishida’s theory 
was possible to influence the whole Japan, how to settle individual as the subject of moral, and what is 
the connotation of “human” in Ishida’s theory,̶̶that currently have not lucubrated， and maintain 
Ishida’s theory as a theory under the concept of Tenka (天下 ). Ishida’s theory which follows the train of 
Zhuxi’s thought, also follows The Great Learning, settled the individuals as the subject of moral 
universally, moreover, through the emphasis of Tenka and for Tenka, Ishida change the system of four 
occupations to a more positive character which is more like four kind of citizen, and put all people inside 
of a interpersonal relationship that connect with each other more consanguineously. At the same time, 
Ishida’s theory ,which directed towards the class of merchant, for answering the question what is a real 
human should be, establish the social character of “real merchant”. From the character of merchant and 
the universally Zinn( 仁 ), the human and the merchant are connected as a whole, which constitute 
Ishida’s “real human” theory. According to this theory, Ishida described the relationship between public 
and private which is based on the Confucians ethics that on the basis of social characters.
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という要求は確立している。『論語義疏』において、皇侃は「使君行君德，故云 ‘ 君君 ’ 也。
君德謂惠也。臣当行臣礼，故云 ‘ 臣臣 ’ 也。臣礼謂忠也。父為父法，故云 ‘ 父父 ’ 也。父
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